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ABSTRACT
Wind Noise :

Its Effect on Human Audition
by
William Roy Nelson

Utah State UniversiLy , 1972
Major Professor :
Department :

Dr. Steven H. Viehweg

Communicative Disorders

An examination tvas made of th e acoustic charact erist ics of lvind

turbulence generated noise in a car traveling at 70 mph over smoothly
paved highway with the driver's
was found to be at 11 2 dB SPL
lo~<

frequencies.

~;indow

down.

The overall noise l eve l

the predominance of energy in the

~;ith

The study was concerned with the effects of such

noise on human audition in terms of temporary threshold shift.
Twenty normal hearing young adul ts were expos ed to a tape recording of wind noise for 15 minutes.

Post - exposure auditory thresholds

at seven discreet frequencies were compared to pre- exposure auditory

thresholds a t the same seven frequencies.

Threshold shift was taken

as the difference between pre- exposure and post-exposure thresholds.
Post-exposure thresholds were obtained immediately after exposure and
at five, ten , and fifteen minutes after exposure.

The results of the study indicate no significant difference in
the amount of thr es hold shift or the r ate of recovery based on sex.

A significant diff erenc e was obse rved in the amount of threshold
shift at different test frequencies.

The rate of recovery at diff erent

test frequencies was a l so significantly different.
Decisions of significance were made at the .01 level of confidence.
The statistica l tool utilized was analysis of variance .

\ o9 Pages)

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking characteristics of human hearing is its

adaptability .

Nan is able to hear the slight buzz of a mosquito in

flight on the one hand, and is able to tolerate the din of a jet engine
on the other .

It is tm<ard the latter aspect that the present investi-

gation tJill be addressed .

That is, the present study will involve an

investigation regarding the effects of intense sound on the human audi tory system.

Man is able to ignore unint e resting or undesired sounds,

even when the intensity is sufficient to cause damage to the auditory
sensory structures in the cochlea .

However, the capacity of the human

to ignore intense sound does not diminish the deleterious influence it

can have on hearing.

In fact, permanent damage to the auditory system

can be sustained without the person being aware of the process.
High intensity sound is a prominent component of our present day

environment .

Acoustic pollution is a growing problem in the tJorld

modern man is creating for himself.

In our contemporary society, al-

most everything makes "noise" of some sort, and very often this noise

is at. dn "e>...ctsdi.re" int2nsity .

Th~

hemP i.s often filled with the

obnoxious sound of vacuum cleaners, electric mixers , blenders, or perhaps a stereo playing "hard rock" music at an intensity just above the

threshold of pain.

At the same time, someone may be using a tablesaw

or electric drill in the basement shop.

Outside, the st reet crew may

be using a jackhammer and the sound may be blended with blarir

a ut o -

mobile horns and the scream of a train on an elevated

raiho~ay .

People

at work are often exposed to s uch noise as that of a printing press, rivet
gun, or a drop-forge.

Even the woods today seem to be filled with such

acoustic tidbits as chain saws , motorcycles, snowmobi l es , and discharging
firearms.

Even when retiring to the relative quiet of a library, one is

often exposed to 60 dB of hum from t he air conditioner.
The enjoyment derived from the acoustic environment varies greatly
from one individual to another and may range from annoying or offensive
on the one hand to desirable, enjoyable , or pleasurable on the other , depending on the particular stimulus.

It is probably true that few people

appreciate the sound of a pneumatic dril l , but contemporary teen-agers
typically enjoy hard rock music at intensity levels sufficient to damage
hearing.
Regardless of the aesthetic value of any particular sound , exposure
of the human ear to excessive stimulation may result in a temporary or
permanent loss of auditory sensitivity .
kn01;ledge.

This fact is almost common

Yet daily, millions of people voluntarily subject themselves

to the acoustic pollution of modern life with little concern.
There is, however, a growing concern relative to the deleterious
effects of noise on the part of the l ay public as is indica ted by increasing mention of noise and/or noise r elated hearing loss in non- professional
magazines .

Further evidence is found in the increasi ng activity of groups

involved in hearing conservation programs, noise abatement programs, and
l egislation relative Lu acoustic iJOllution.
The scientific examination of high intensity noise and its affect on
the human auditory mechanism is the natural result of such concern.
ies of the relationship

bet~ve en

Stud-

noise and hearing loss range from th e

anatomical and physio logical exam ination of experimental anima l s subjected

3
to

~

Ls e, to behavioral and psychoacoustic studies of human responses to

sound of all t ypes.
Of particular relevance to the present study are those psychoacoustic
experiments related to temporary threshold shift (TTS).

Temporary thresh-

old shift is one term used to designate an auditory phenomenon characterized by a transient diminution of auditory sensitivity resulting from
over stimulation of the auditory sense organ.
t~is

Under a variety of names,

phenomenon has been observed and studied for over one hundred years.

Nevertheless, to date , the parame t ers involved in TTS remain elusive,

comple x, and incompletely understood.

TTS is elusive because an adequate

expl a nation is yet forthcoming , and complex because the list of factors
influencing TTS is long and their relationships are not ,;ell understood.
Chapter II contains background information and a revietv of literature
de signed to shed some light in this area .

However , it is appropriate at

this point to reiterate that any sound may result in a loss (temporary

or permanent) of auditory sensitivity if it is sufficiently intense and
the world is full of such sounds .

The information regarding the effects

of th e se most common sounds on hearing is somewhat linlited.

It is hoped

that the present study will expand that body of information .
I t was the intent of the present investigation to study the possible

effects on human hearing of o ne of contemporary man ' s most common exper 1.ences; namely,

1

iUi.1.1g in au a utcmc b:.lz

";o~i tl:

th-=: winC.OlJ dor..m .

Rer.a JSe
1

of the many variables possib l e, the study, of necessity, must be delimited.

It will, therefore, be r estricted to an examination of wind noise

generated in one car at one speed under certain conditions and how that
noise affects hearing.

In genera l terms , the study is concerned with:

(1) the intensity and spectrum of noise generated by wind turbulence in

a passenger sedan traveling at 70 miles per hour with the driver's window

4

dowr

~ nd,

(2) the effects of such noise on pure tone threshold sensitiv-

ity.
The wind noise was recorded and instrumentally analyzed.

The re-

cording was then used as stimulus material and presented to 20 experimental subjects with normal hearing .
procedure was as follm;s.

In general, the experimental

Pure tone audiometric thresholds were obtain-

ed for ;,ach of 20 subjects who were then exposed to the recorded wind
noise at the same intensity as measured during recording.

After expo -

sure for 15 minutes, thresholds were again measured and threshold shift
\vas considered as the difference in dB between pre- exposure and postexposure thresholds.

Recovery tim e was also considered.

A detailed

description of the methods and procedures is found in Chapter III.
To enable the reader to und e rstand the rationa l e underlying the
procedures described in Chapter Ill, some background information is
perhaps necessary.

Chapter II.

As mentioned ear lier, this material is presented in

Specifically, Chapter II contains a discussion of the phys-

ical properties of sound and the correlated psychological aspects.
measurement techniques are considered in some detail .

Sound

Consideration is

also given to important literature in areas related directly to th e pr esent study.

Such areas as adaptation and fatigue , damage risk criteria

and specific studies related to TTS are reviewed.
In summary, it has been observed that man lives in a world of noise

and that noise can damage human hearing.

Far too little is known about

the effect of common everyday activities on hearing.

It is hoped that

the present study will increase that knowledge by answering the questions
related to whether or not wind noise generated in a car traveling at a

high speed with the window down causes a temporary hearing loss to the
driver .

Chapter II contains backgro und rna terial and a review of perti-

5
n~

·• literature .

The third chapter details th e methods and procedures

employed in the study and the fourth chapter is a presentation of result s
and discussion.

6

CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The material contained in this chapter is devoted to a presentation

of background information dealing with the physical properties of sound,
the psychological aspects of auditory perception, and a r eview of the
pertinent literature related to the phenomenon cal l ed TTS.

Peripheral

data is discuss ed only in sufficient detail to provide an adequat e informational background for understanding of the present study .

Physical Properties of Sound

A physicist might define sound as: "a form of energy consisting of
an organized movement of molecules in a series of waves of pressure

through a transmitting medium," (Davis and Silverman, 1964, p. 29) .
a definition suggests that sound consists of two basic parameters.

Such
One

is the sequential movement of the molecules which can be counted during

one second of time.

The number of vibrations or oscillations in one

second is referred to as frequency (f) and is measured in units called
cycles per second (cps) or , more recently, Hertz (Hz).
of the definition involves pressure.

Aco ustic sound pressure is com-

monly measured in dynes per square centimeter.

sure is referred to as amplitude (A).

The second aspect

The measured sound pres-

The simplest of all sounds is a pure tone and can be fully described by the st]pulation of the two parameters, frequency and intensity .
Therefore, if a pure tone were described as .0004 dynes/cm 2 at 60 Hz it
would mean that the molecules in the transmitting medium wer~ oscillat-

ing , or vibrating back and forth at the rate of 60 times per second and
Hith a pressure of .0004 dynes per square centimeter .

This pure tone

could be graphed as a simple sine wave as s hown in Figure 1.

The X axis

represents time and the Y nxis represents pressure.
It is important to note at this point that amplitude is seldom r e?Orted in terms of dynes per square centimeter.

Amplitude is more corn-

monly assigned a number representative of a ratio between the sound pressure being meas ured and a reference pressur e .

The ratio is converted to

units on a logarithmic scale and the units are called decibels (dB).

The

reference pressure most commonly used is .0002 dynes per square centimeter and when this reference pressure is used, th e dB values are listed
as dB sound pressur e level (SPL).

The relationship can be represented

as a mathematical formula in the following way: N(dB)
N

= log 10 Pl
PZ

~;her e:

= number of decibels, Pl =measured sound pressure in dynes per centi-

meter sq uare, and P2

= value of the reference sound pressure in dynes

per centimeter square.

Such calculations yield the root mean square

(RHS) amplitude of the sound.

When using the term " decibel (dB)" it is

iJrOJ=-e!.· ::o desibn3 t2 tl:e r .zf2 rer.cc ?resst.:rc.

Ir.. cace3 wl:ere . 0002 C.ynes/

cm 2 is the reference, amplitude is stated in terms of dB SPL.

Through-

out this study, sound pressures will be expressed with reference to .000 2
dynes/cm 2 and , hence , in dB SPL.
As previous ly stated, pure tones repr esent the simplest form of
sound; yet they are seldom found in man ' s environment.

Most sounds are

comp lex in that more than one pure tone is present and, consequently,

8
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infc nation relative to the individual frequencies and their individual

amplit ud es is needed for an adeq uate description.

The " spectrum" of a

complex sound refers to the specification of the individual frequencies
and intensities present in the sound.
as

11

This information is referred to

spccLrum."
Since complex sounds consist of combinations of pure tones, a com-

ylex sound can be described in terms of the pure tones that combine to
make up that sound .

One means of graphically displaying information

about a complex sound is in terms of a " line spect rum . ''

A line spectrum

indicates the freq uency and intensity of each of the pure tones that
combine to form the complex sound.
found in Figure 2.

An example of a line spectrum is

Information regarding the frequency and intensity

of the first five harmonics of a violin is contained in Figure 2.

A

graph similar to a line spectrum will be u sed in subsequent chapters to
display information regarding the nature of the complex sound used in
the present study.
Complex sounds are generally grouped into one of t\VO classes; namely,
periodic and aperiodic sounds.

Complex sound s in the periodic class are

characterized by a r egularly repeating pattern or '"ave form and the
components are all harmonically related.

Such pa tt erns are characteris-

tic of sounds produced by musical instruments or by the human voice .
The rate of pattern repetition is designated as the iundan1e ut a.l frequeucy
and the integral multiple frequencies are termed harmonics.
By contrast , an aperiodic sound has no regularly repeating wave

form and is characterized by random flu ctuations in intens it y and component frequencies.

When the number of combining frequencies is large

and no harmonic relationship exists, the product is termed noise.
\..rind noise used in the present study is an example of an aperiodic

Th e
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ex sound .

CL'

The acoustic characteristics of wind noise Nill be de-

scribed and discussed in deta il in Chapter Ill.

The regularity in the

\,,ave form produced by the human voice is readily observable in Figure 3a,

\.-hile no such pattern is apparent in the wave form of random noise repre-

in Figure 3b.

s~nled

~lany

instruments have been developed to aid in the study of complt!x

Since a number of such instr uments \.Jere employed in Lile present

sound.

study, it seems appropr iate to discuss eacl1 in some detail.
section entitled , "Sound Heasurement ,"

The next

contains a discussion of sound

::teasur<:!ment tec h niques and the instruments used in such measurements.

Sound Measurement

Analysis of the acoustic environment is most frequently undertaken

u ith an instrument referred to as a sound level meter .

This electronic

instrument genernlly consists of the following basic compone n ts.

The

first is a microphone \vhich transduces the acoustic signal into an
analogous electric signal with the same wave form .
to an amplifier where the power is increased.

This signal is fed

The signal from the ampli-

fier is of sufficient s trength to register on a calibrated meter, where
sound pressure level can be read in dB.
The

aoJ~d

level rreter is

carabl~

0f

~ePsl tring

the overalJ intensity

of sound in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz with an accuracy
of +

dB over a full sca l e range of 22 dB to 134 dB SPL (Bru el and Kjaer,

1965) .
reading.

Each frequency is given equal emphasis .

This is caded a "linear"

1

lNo use

~vill be made

o[

the wci.ghting nct\vorks (specinl circuitry

12

Figure 3.

(a)

Oscillogram of vowel sound produced by a human voice

(b )

Oscillogram of random noise

Oscillogr aphs of comp l ex sound.
1968, p . 28)

(Burns, Noise a nd Man;

lJ

\ n e l e ctronic band-pass filt e r network is fr e quently use d in c on junction wit l1 th e sound level met e r and consists of a s e ri es of e l e ctroni c filt e rs whic l1 allow selective passage of certain octave

s o und.

2

ba nd s of

Any sound abov e or below tile selected octave band is e liminated .

Ea ch oct a ve is d esignated by its central fre qu ency .
By international agreement the preferred octave ba nds for acoustic

a na l ysis a re as found in Table 1.

Tabl e 1.

Band designation and band limits of preferred frequenci e s for
acoustic measu rements

Band Designat i on in Hz

Approximate Band Limits in Hz

16
31.5
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
16000

11
22
45
90
180
355
710
1400
2800
5600
11 200

-

22
45
90
180
355
710
1400
2800
5600
11 200
22400

Coupi.ing of tl1e soun,; ::.e·•el mf.tcr and the octavP hartd fil tl'r s e t allmvs the measurement of sound in given finite octave bands.

By mea sur -

ing the intensity in each octave, a quantitative analy sis can be made of

used to modify the fre quency response of the instrume nt) in measurements
of sounds for this study.
2
An octave is defined as a fr equen cy band, n in which the lmo1est

frequency is half that of the highest frequency ."

(Burns, 1968; p . 47)

14
fre~

~ ncy

vers us intensity and the spect ra l nature of the sound can be

plotte d.
The graphic level recorder (Briiel and Kjaer , Model 2305)
utilized in the present s tud y.

~<as

also

Tl1e g ra pl1ic level reco rd er provides a

graphic il lust rat io n of t he relaLive in tensity o[ the input signal as
a function o f time.

In tlte pr ese nt instance , th e grapl1ic l evel reco rd-

e r '"as employed to provide data relative t o th e co nst a ncy of in t e ns it y

of t he noise .
The use of s uch instr umentation yields specific information con-

cerning the physical parameters of complex sounds.

Specifically, the

above instrumentation provides data rel ativ e to how frequency and in-

tensity vary as a function of time .

Each of the physica l parameters

of sound has a psychological co unterpart.
sound

~<ill

Th e psychological aspects of

be discussed in the following section .

Psychological Aspects

~

Sound

The psychological co rr el a te of physical intensity is loudness.

In

gene ral , loudness g r ows as physical intensity is increased, but the r e lationship i s no t linear and varies as a function of frequency .

Percep-

tion of loudness by the individual depends on the r elat iv e state of the
auditory mecha nism.

A person with a normal ea r can respond to sounds

as minut e as 7 dB SPL in t he most sensitiv e fr eq uency rang e a nd yet
tolerate sound a t 140 dB SPL.

In such a case , the second sound is

10,000,000 times more powerf ul than the first.

In contrast, people with

a partic ular type of damage to the auditory sy stem may not perceive
s ound until the intensity r eaches 80 dB SPL, but be unabl e to tole r a te
sound in excess of 11 5 dB SPL .

Such a diminished dynamic ra nge is often

15
foUl

in persons suffering from sensory hearing loss or, i.e., damage to

the cochlea.
Pitch is the psychological corre late of fr e quency .

In general, as

frequency incr ease s , pitch is perc e ived as b e ing higher and conversely ,
pitclt is typically lowe red as fr e quency is dec r eased.

Ho~ever,

as ln

the case of int e nsity and loudness , the relationship hctwee n oit c h and
frequency is

11 0t

linear.

Va riations in intensity can also affecL pitch

perception i n a minor way .

A normal ear can perceive pitch for so unds

as 101, in freque n cy as about 15 or 16 Hz.

The upper pitch limit lies

some\·,he r e bet"een 16,000 and 20,000 Hz for most normal ltuman listeners.
Psyc hologically, spec tral make up is perc e ived as quality.

Dif-

ferences in spectral composition enable man to d iscriminate one compl ex
sound from another , even 1vhen the so unds have similar fundamental fre-

quenc ies and are presented at essential ly eq uiva len t intensities.
lh th this backg round in the physical and psy chological aspects of

sound, it "ould seem appropriate to review the specific effects of high

intens it y sound on human hear ing.

This endeavor will be approached from

a historical standpoint.

The Phenomenon of Temporary Threshold Shift

Pattie (1927, p. 39) , upon reviewing literacure back to 1871, rcp.:>rt -

ed effo rts by some to examine a phenomenon he called ''fatigue in a udi tion. "

He d escri bed aud itory fatigue as " a labile phenomenon " and sum-

ma rized his findings in this manner, "The work done on fatigue in a udition
has been meager, with techniques not above crit icism , and often with negative or uncertain r es ults."
Almost ten years l ate r, Ewing and Littler (1935, p. 286) summariz e d

16
the information ava ilable in these words, "In general the conclusions
of previous workers were of a somewhat inconsistent character ."

After the passage of almost fifteen years, Wever ( 1949 , p. 319)
added his interpretation of the situation.

"For a long time the problem

of aud itory fatigue has been vexed witll uncertainty and controversy. 11

Hirsh (1952, p. 178) seemed merely to echo the previous \rriters
when he

\olTO

te, "The experimental literature on auditory fatigue is ci is-

couraging ly large.

The size itself is not so discouraging as the dis-

jointed and apparently unrelated nature of th e parts.

As a matter of

fact, in auditory fatigue the unsolved problems greatly outnumber the
establis hed f acts ."
Ward (1963 , p. 240) could almost have been referring to this last
statement when expr essed his fellings thus , "And , alas, the ensuing
ten years have done little to dispel the controversy and vexation."

Historically, the study of TTS has been fraught with inconsist e ncies
a nd contradictions , ho\vever, in more r ecen t years there has been an

emergence of some order.
The terms "fatigue in a uditi on ," "post-stimulatory fatigue,"
"auditory fatigue, " and " temporary threshold shift " are all used to
designate the same phenomenon; namely , a t emporary diminution of auditory acuity resulting from over stimul ation of the aud i tory sense organ.

The genera l method of assessing auditory fatigue is simple .

Pre-

ctimulu::; ;>ure tone thref3 hnl-i s for t:he ear to be exposed to sound are
determined e i the r by convent iona l audiometry or by automat i c testing .

After the pre- s t imulu s thresholds a r e establ i shed , the selected acoustic
stimul us is presented to the tes t ear at a measured intensity for a
g iv en duration.

Immedia t e l y after stimulat i on , pure tone thresholds are

again assessed .

The difference in dB between pre-test a nd pr - t - test

17
thresholds is considered to be the magnitud e of TTS.
Recovery of the auditory mechanism after exposure may be observed
by obtaini ng a continuous threshold trace on a n automatic a udi omet e r or

by intermittent threshold testing using conventiona l audiometr y .

Rec ov-

e ry is considered as being comp lete when the post-stimulus thresholds
a re essen tially the same as the pre-stimulus thresholds.
Cerlal n parameters o f

the stimulus material have hP..en observed to

have major influence on the characteri stics of auditory fatigue.

E1<ing

and Littler (1935 , p. 306) were among t he earliest experimenters to
demonstrate that a uditory "fatigue is related to the duration, intensity

and frequency of the stimulus ."
Davis (1950) and his associates completed an extens iv e study of
auditory fatig ue during the first half of the 1940's.

Severe post-

stimulatory fatigue was produced as a consequence of exposing experi-

me nta l subjects to pure tone stimuli.

Stimuli ranging in intensity

from 100 dB to 140 dB SPL were presented l<ith durat ions ranging from one
minute to over an hour.

The results indicate the rela tionship bet,veen

the acoust ic properties (frequency and intensity) of the exposure
stimulus and the degree of threshold shift.

This relationship can be

stated simply in the following manner; as stimulus intensity or dura-

tion of expos ur e increase, a uditory fatigue i ncreases .

The loss of

sens itivit y is greater for tones of frequency e qual to or higher than

the freqnency of rhe fatiguing tone and frequencies 2000 Hz and above
a re mo r e susceptible to fatigue than frequ encies be low 2000 Hz.
Examinatio n of post-stimulat ory fati gue os re lated to stimulus in-

tensity l ed llood (1950, p. 12) to, "the notion of a critical intensity
at which the ear beg ins to overload. "

this way:-

He describes his procedures in

18
"The ears of three normal subj ects were fatigued in a
series of tests at int ensities of 50 ,6 0 ,70,80 , 90,100, and
110 dB a 1. ove threshold for a duration of one minute and the
time course of recovery from the fatigue produced was th e n
studied ... , fatigue being taken in each case as the rise in
threshold in decibels found to be present t en seconds after
the cessat ion of the fatiguing tone."
The results of Hood's (1950, p. 14 ) study sho" only slight fatigue
and rapid r ecov e r y from stimulus intensities 90 dB and below .

Fatigue

resulting from stimulus intensities aho v e 90 dB Has severe and prolonged .
He concluded thdt nbenveen 90 dB and 100 dB ther e exists a cr i tical
fatiguing intensity below wh ich fatigue is slight and above wh i ch it

increases rapidly .,
The effect of stimulus frequency on fatigue wa s evaluated by RawdonSmith (1936) who found the magnitude of fatigue to be greater amo ng the
recepto r cells s ubs e rving high frequency sounds than among receptors of

low frequency sounds.
The s u scep tibility of high frequency receptor cells to f at i gue was
clearly demonstrated by Hirsh and Hard (1952, p. 14 1) .

Using a v ariety

of s t imul us materials and a r ather uniqu e method of record i ng recovery ,
they unde rtoo k an extensive examinatio n of fatigue as it r e l ates to
stimulus frequency .

In th e ir conclusions they state that , "d ifferent

frequency regions of the a uditory system recover at different rates . "
Examination of their data reveals an increase in recovery time as test
f r eq u e nc y is increased .

This poin t i s d e monstrated by one s nhj ec.r , who ,

following a three minute exposure to a 4000 Hz tone at 100 dB SPL, r ea c h e d fu ll recovery for a test tone of 2000 Hz in five minutes but requir e d
eight minutes for full r ecovery to an 8000 Hz test tone .

The influence on fati gue of inc r easing stimu lus duration was examined in detail by Davis et al. ,

(19 55) .

(1950); Hood, (1950); and Hirsh a nd Bilger ,

Jlirsh a nd Bilger us e d durat io ns of 10, 15, and 30 seconds and
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on~,

:wo, and four minutes for exposure to a 1000 Hz tone at intensities

from 20 to 100 dB SL.

The amount of shift and recovery time increased

as the duration of expos ure was increased.

The average amount of thresh-

old shift for a test tone of 1400 Hz varied from a shift of one dB after
a 15 second exposure to over five dB of shift after a four minute exposure.

These findings were in general agreement with the above mention-

ed studies on this subj e ct .

Hore recently, interest has developed in the physiological phenomena produced by exposure of the human aud i tory mechanism to high inten-

sity sound.

De Mare (1951) differentiated between the temporary and

permanent effects of high intensity sound on audition.

He further dif-

ferentiated between adaptation and fatigue and described them as two
separate temporary effects.

Zwislocki and Pirroda ( 1952) viewed adapt -

atio n as the functional state attained by the ear under sustained mild
stimulatio n.

After the initial "on-effect, ,. adaptation results in a

new , lower state of eq uilibrium for the system which does not change
Hith continued exposure.

Adaptation does not decrease the system ' s

potential for future response.

By contrast, fatigue in audition results

from over stimulation and reduces the system ' s potential for future response.

As has already been observed, fatigue increases lvith an in-

crease of either intensity or duration .
lncerest in tile
Ko~ra

diff~r~nces

bl:!tweerl adaptatioit anJ fatigue lee!

(1954), and later Bragg (1958) to a more detailed examination of

the subject.

Kopra differentiates among five sequential entities in-

volving a daptation and fatigue.

The first, momentary adaptation , is the

result of a very brief (a few seconds or less) exposure to sound .

Mo-

mentary adaptation is characterized by stable recovery features which

are independent of th e stimulus intensity.

Threshold shift in momentary
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adaptation is not cumulative.

That is, the e ffects of repeated ex-

posures to a given stimulus do not add together to result in a greater
threshold shift.

r emains constant.

Therefore, once the new equilibrium is achieved, it

The amount of TTS is dependent upon the stimulus

intensity and may be as great as 40 to 50 dB HL.

Momentary shifts in

a uditory acuity have been studied by Harris (1950) and Jerger,
Lightfoot and Carhart (1954).

Luscher and Z1<islocki (1947) conducted

a study on momentary adaptation.

They first measured subjects audi -

tory thresholds for a 20 millisecond pip.

The subjects were then ex-

posed to a 40 millisecond pure tone burst of sound after which recovery
was observed, recovery being perception of the 20 millisecond pip at
the same intensity as before exposure.

such an experiment might

3

A graphic representation of

give results as found in Figure 4a .

It can

be seen from this graph that recover y is stable and repeated exposures
do not add to the amount of TTS.
The second entity, namely, equilibrated adaptation, is character-

ized by the establishment of a threshold shift which grows slowly and
reaches a maximum after approximately 3.5 minutes of exposure, regardless of stimulus intensity .

grow with added exposure.

Once maximum TTS is achieved, it does not

Recovery from equilibrated adaptation is

most rapid during the first ten seconds after exposure and is complete
after one minute.

A graphic representation of equilibrated adaptation

might look similar to that shown jn Figure 4h.

Hood (1950) , Thwing

(1955), and Morgan (1968) referred to this phenomenon as "perstirnulatory fatigue."

For both momentary adaptation and equilibrated adapta -

tion, individual di f ferences from s ubject to subject are minimal .

3
Graphs conta i ned in Figure 4 are only hypothetical a nd intended
merely to illustrate possible results .
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Momentary fatigue, the third entity, is characterized by compl e te
recovery within one second after termination of exposure.

In fact, the

recovery process frequently terminates in a short period of hypersensitivity, wherein, the subject is able to perceive a test tone a t lower

'

intensities than before exposure.

A graphic representation of momen-

tary fatigue might appear as in Fi gure 4c.

As can be seen , recovery

is comp l ete within one second after cessation of the stimulus and

terminates in a br ief period of hypersensitivity.

This entity was ob-

served by Luscher and Zwislocki (1949) , Bentzen ( 1953) , and Tonndorf
and Braggan (1953).
Kopra referred to the fourth entity as cumulative short-duration
a uditory fatigue.

This phenomenon is the result of expos ure over a

short period of time to repeated sounds , each capable of producing
momentary fatigue .

This phenomenon is characterized by the absence of

observable recovery during the first second after cessation of stimulation, and by the appearance of cumulative effects.

Cumulation is an

additive effect, wherein repeated expos ure result in a greater TTS than
is obtained by individua l exposures.

Lightfoot and Jerger (1954) dem-

onstrated wide variability from subject to subject regarding the cumulative effects.

Kopra suggests that cumulation marks the transition

from equilibrated adaptation to prolonged fatigue, which is the l ast
of the phenomena to be discussed by Kopra .
Prclon 0 ed f?.t'gne , has bP.en found to be denendent on both the intensity and duration of the stimulus exposure .

Prolonged fatigue is the

result of an exposu r e whose duration is measured in minutes, with fa -

tigue persisting for at least a fraction of a minute .
variation is significant .

Intersubject

Prol onged auditory fatigu e is a prime con-

cern to the present study and will receive extensive

considera~ion
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later in the chapter .
To the five entities discussed by Kopra, Bragg (1958) ,

added~

ible hearing loss due .!£_ noise exposur e and permanent hearing loss in-

duced

~noise .

Delineation between prolonged auditory fatigue and re-

versible hearing loss due to noise exposure is primarily semantic.

Both

are characterized by prolonged threshold shifts after extended exposure
to high intensity sound.

Jn both cases recovery is slow.

The difference

lies in the fact that prolonged auditory fatigue is the result of systematic laboratory experimentation, while reversible hearing loss due to
noise exposure is the result of nonsystematic exposure to environmental
noise.

Some rationale for such a distinction may lie in the fact that

danger of permanent damage is minimal in controlled exper imentation, yet
unpredictable under conditions of military or industrial noise .

Permanent hearing loss induced by noise is acquired when the threshold shift caused by exposure to high intensity sound becomes irreversible.

In s uch cases the a uditory sense organ is damaged beyond its

potential for self repair.

The two entities included by Bragg have be e n

stu died by Carhart (1957), Theil gaard (1951), Glorig (1961, 1963 a,b)
\olebster (1954), Siirala and Lahikainen (1957) and many other s.
Interest in the area of audi tory adap tat ion and fatigue has grmm
primarily out of the apparent relationship t hey bear to permanent hearing loss induced by noise.

Th e basic premise is that a great e r propen-

sity for temporary threshold shift is predictive of greater susceptibility to noise induc ed hearing loss.

Utilizing this assumption, ex-

perts have sought a test to predict noise susceptibility and to outline
gene ral limits for safe exposure to high intensity sound.

A detailed

examination of hearing conservation, damage r isk criteria , and predic-

tive tests of noise susceptibility is beyond the scope of the FYe sen t
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study .

Greater detail is presented by Kryter (1950), Christiansen (1956),

Rosenblith and Stevens (1953), Jerger and Carhart (1956), Kylin (1960),
Glorig, Ward, Nixon (1961) and Smedley (1964).

Suffice it to say in

this review that a final answer is yet forthcoming.
As mentioned ear lier, the present study is primarily concerned lvith

the specific phenomenon of prolonged auditory fatigue.

Being one of the

first entities of temporary threshold shift identified from a historicR]

standpoint, and one of the easiest to observe and measure, prolonged
fatigue has been the object of exten sive examination .

Yet, the results

of research efforts appear to be somewhat disjointed and unclear .

Con-

fusion is likely due to the complexity and multiplicity of factors affecting TTS.
Hard (1963, p . 258) has observed that, " the production of temporary
threshold shift is dependent on many factors.

As far as the parameters

of fatiguing stimulus is concerned, practically everything one can measure is relevant . 11

The interaction between the factors greatly com-

plicates the problem.
In addit ion to the stimulus itself, i t appears that almost a nything
can affect TTS.

A few cases in point might serve to emphasize the com-

plexity of the problem.

Cook (1952), presents clinical evidence that

tab le salt used in excess may increase TTS.

Tonndorf et a l., (1955),

has presented some evidence to suggest that oxygen deprivation may increase TTS.
In discussing factors that exert a subtle in flu ence on TTS, Ward
(1963), refers to the work of Willemse and also Ruedi who suggest that
deficiency in vitamin A is a contrib utor to noise susceptibility.

He

also cites the work by Morita which indicates that no1_se expos ur e results in greater TTS \vhen the s ubj ect is vi bra ted during expos,Jre .

One
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is left with the impression from these examples that almost anything
might influence TTS.
The fact remains that the primary factors influencing prolonged
fatigue are spectral properties of the stimulus and duration of exposure.

The prime variable relative to amount of threshold shift seems

to be individual differences.

Susceptibility differences from subject

to subject have been observed by Wilson (1943, 1944), Wheeler (1949,
1950), Reger (1951), Hirsh and Hard (1952), Jerger (1955) and Jerger
and Carhart (1955) and others.

Summary of Literature Review

The contents of this chapter to this point have dea lt with the
physical proper ties of sound which are frequency, intensity and complexity .

Also discussed were the psychological aspects of sound (loud-

ness, pitch, and quality) and their relationship to the physical properties just mentioned .

Attention was th en turned to the literature on

TTS pertinent to the present study.

Th e gener al methods of assessing

TTS and recovery were au tlined.
Specific atten tion was given to individua l articles that would
serve in providing background information to the reader.

The relation-

ship between certain parameters of the stimulus material (acoustic
spectrum, duration of exposure, and int ensi ty of presentation) and

amount and persistence of the resulting threshold shift was discussed
in some detail.

Differential responses of th e receptor cells mediating

different fre quenc ies were discussed.

The a ffects of high intensity sound on audition were discussed in
terms of duration of exposures.

A continuum was observed that extended
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from momentary adaptation to permanent hearing loss induced by noise.

The characteristics of each entity were described.

The variability from

one person to another in his response to noise exposure was emphasized.
With this background it seems appropriate to introduce the present in-

vestigation in more detail .

Til~

Present Investigation

As stated previously, the present study is concerned \-lith t!1e

acoustic characteristics of noise generated by wind turbulence in an

automobile traveling at 70 mph.

I t is further concerned with the in-

fluence such noise might have on the auditory threshold of the driver
of s uch a car in terms of TTS and how much one individual varies from
another in his reaction to such stimulation.

The hypotheses used as a

basis for the study are as follows:
1.

Ho:

There is no differential susceptibility Lo TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car based on sex when all test frequencies a r e considered together.

2.

Ho :

There is no differential susceptibility to TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car at any given test frequency based
on sex.

3.

H0 :

There is no difference in the rat e of recovery from TTS

resulting from exoos ure to wind noise in a car based on sex when all
test frequencies are considered togetl1er.

4.

Ho:

There is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS

resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car at any given test fre quency based on sex.

5.

Ho:

There is no differenc e from one test frequency to another
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in the amount of threshold shift resulting from exposure to wind noise
in a car.

6.

H0 :

There is no significant recovery from TTS resulting from

e xposure to wind noise in a car during the first 15 minutes after exposur e .

7.

Ho '

There is no significant difference in the rate of recov-

e r y ft·om TTS resulting from exposur e to wind noj Sf': in a car as a func-

tion of test frequency.
In order to test these hypotheses it was necessary to employ

methods and procedures that ,;ould yield information about the acoustic
cha r acteristics of wind turbulence generated noise in a car and how

that noise affects human a udition in terms of TTS.

The next chapter

d e tails the apparatus and procedures utilized in obtaining that infor mation .

Tl1e experimental subjects are also described .
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CHAPTER III

SUBJECTS, APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

The present investigation is concerned with noise generated by
wind turbu l ence in an automobile .

More specifically, the present

study is designed to examine the effect suc h noise might have on the
driver in terms of TTS.

The basic approa ch utiliz ed was to sel ect s ubj ects with normal audi tory thresholds and to measur e chang es in threshold sensitivity subsequent
to exposure to the noise as explained above.

After pre-exposure thresh-

old assessment, each subject was exposed to a tape recording of wind noise

in a car .

Immedi ate ly following exposure , a ud itory thresholds were

again obtained and threshold shift at each frequency was defined as the
difference between pre - exposure and post-exposure thr eshol ds .

Chapter I II details the procedures and instrumentation used in preparing and calibrat ing the stimulu s material.

The experimental environ-

ment, test sequence , and subjects are also descr ibed .
brief

di 3c~ssiorl

of the &cou3tic

char~cteris~i~s

of the

In addition , a
stim~ltts

material

is presented in t he pr esent cha pt e r.

Subjects

The test subjects for this study consisted of normal hearing yo ung
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adults .
sity .

All subjects wer e enro lle d as students at Utah State Univer The age ranged from 18 to 28 years of age with a mean age of

22 years and a sta ndard devia tion of 2 .7 years .

There were 10 mal e

a nd 10 female s ubjec ts in the total of 20 participants .

The fol-

lowing criteria were involved in assuring that each experimental
s ubject had normal hearing .

During an oral int e rv iew , eac h subject

repo rted a negative history with respect to auditory disease or

disorder .
ea r.

All s ubj ects had "normal" audito r y sensitivi t y

in the left

For purposes of the pr esen t inv estiga tion , normal sensitivity

was operationa lly defin ed a s pure tone thresho ld s bette r than 15 dB
HL (re the ANSI 1969 norm) at frequencies of 250 , 500 , 1000 , 2000 ,
4000 , 6000 , and 8000Hz.

Thr esholds wer e measured in an audiometric

test booth (Industrial Acoustic Corporation, Model 1603A).

The in-

st rum ent used in a ll pure tone t es ting for thi s s tud y was a calibrat ed pure tone a udiomete r (Bel t one , Mod el 15-C) terminated in earphones
(Telephonics, Mod e l TDH-39).
Th e mean a udiogr am for the left ear o f the 20 test subj ects
is di splayed in Figure 5 .

Only the le ft ear of each subj ect was

used i n the pr esent study.

Rationale fo r the selection of the

left ear is base d on the fact that the left ea r is the one most
exposed to wind noise when one is driving a car with the driver's
window down.

Stimulus Material

Pr ac tical considerations made necessary the use of recorded stimulus materia l in lieu of actual wind no ise .

Preced ence ha s been set

by earlier investigators (Pearson et. al ., 1968 ; Pearson ,

19 6~)

for t he
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use of recorded material in studies of noise exposure.
The stimulus material used in the present study consisted of a
single 40 minute magnetic tape recording of wind noise generated by the

wind turbulence in an automobile traveling at 70 mph over a relatively
smooth , paved, four lane, divided highway with the driver's window all

the way down and all other windows closed.

The car used was a 1968

passenger sedan (Dodge, Superbee) with a standard transmission, a 383

cubic inch V-8 engine, and steel belted tires.

This car was employed

as the experimental vehicle because of its availabil ity and because the
wind noise generated in it was about average for the cars

4

measured

prior to beginning the present study .
The recording was made on a magnetic recording tape (Sony, Type
PR 150).

The equipment used in preparing the stimulus material was a

tape recorder (Sony, Model TC 630) and a condenser microphone (Sony ,
Model ECM 22).

Since the tape recorder required an alternating current

of 117 volts, it was necessary to use a DC to AC inverter (ATR, Type 12u)
to convert 12 volt DC power from the car battery to 110 volt AC power
which was compatible with the tape recorder.
The inverter was located under the hood of the car and rested on

a brace to the engine block.

The two cables were attached to the ap-

propriate terminals of the battery.

The inverter power control was

set on "GH" which is the third of four settings labled Min, ED, GH, Max.
The potver control varies the output of the inverter and \Vas set on GH

because it provided optimum power to the recorder .

The power cord of the

tape recorder, which was plugged into the inverter outlet, ran under
4
During preparation for the present study, some pilot work was undertaken including preliminary assessments of sound pressur e levels in differen t cars . The measured intensities ranged from 109 - 121 dB SPL. The
cars test ed ranged from imported compacts to large domestic automobiles.
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the hood and through the wing window gasket on the passenger side.

The

tape recorder was located on the right front seat and was placed on two
inch by two inch boards to elevate and level the recorder.

Elevation

was necessary to c l ear the cooling fan located at the bottom of the r ecorder.

A block diagram of the power suppl y and equipment arrangement

used in recording stimulus mate rial is found in Figure 6.

The micro-

phone was plugged into the recorder and placed just behind the ear of
the driver in an effort to obtain optimal simul ation of the noise heard
by the driver .

The recorder was set to record at seven and one-half

inches per second for maximum fidelity in recording.

The record leve l

control of the recorder was adjusted to yeild an average reading on
the VU meter of between -2 and 0 dB to avo id distortion of the recorded \vind noise .

Calibration of Stimulus Material

To provide a reliable and stable method of setting the int ens ity
level for presentation of the stimulus material, a 1000 Hz calibration
tone was recorded at the beginning of the stimulus tape at the sane

leve l as the average peaks of the recorded wind noise.

Thus , for pur-

poses of the present investigation, the intensity of the noise is

defined as the intensity of a 1000 Hz tone that peaks to the same
poi.nt oro t· hA VU meter..

The calibration tone was generated by a wide range osci l lator
(Hewlett-Packard , :todel 200 CD).

The pure tone calibration signal was

checked for frequency acc uracy on a univ e rsal counter - timer (Computer
Measurements Company , Nadel 605A).

A freq uency coun t was also obtain-

ed dir ectly from the tape recording of the 1000 Hz tone and wa•; found
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Illustration of equipment arrangemen t used in recording
stimulus material .
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t o b e accurate.

The intensity of the calibration tone was set in the following
manner:

the signal was fed from the oscillator through the tape re-

corder and to a graphic level recor der (Brliel and Kjaer, Type 2205).
The intensity of the calibration tone was set by visual inspection to
approximate the average peak int ensity of the recorded wind noise.

A

diagrammatic illustration of the equipment arrangement is found in
Figure 7 .

A graphic leve l recording of the relationship between the

1000 Hz calibration tone and the wind noise is displayed in Figure 8.

Wind Noise Analysis

The acoustic analysis of the recorded wind noise was approached
in three ways.

First, the overall sound pressure level (SPL) of the

wind generated noise was measured with a sound level meter (Brliel and
Kjaer, Type 2203) set to the linear scale and to the slow response.
The measurements were obtained in the car during th e recording session

to determine the actual wind noise lev el during the recording.

The

overall SPL '"as found to be approximately 112 dB with some peaks between 115 and 118 dB.

Secondly, in conjunction with the linear read-

ing, an octave band analysis of noise was made by coupling an octav e

band filter set (Brliel and Kjaer , Type 1613) to the sound level meter.
As shown in Figure 9, the predominance of acoustic energy is in the
lower frequencies, but noise is present throughout the audible frequency spect rum.

These same analyses were made of the recorded wind

noise presented through the equipment and will be described later under
the section entitled, Test Procedures and Sequence.

The results of

these analyses were essentia lly identical to those found in Figure 9.

Electronic
Counter-Timer

Wide r-ange
Oscilia tor
Tap e
Recorder

Graphic Leve l
Recorder

Figure 7.

Diagrammatic illustra tion of e quipment used i n record ing of ca libr ation tone .
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The third instrument employed in the ana lysis of the stimulus
noise was the graphic level recorder.

Specifically, the graphic level

recorder was used to obtain information related to the · homogeneity of
the noise intensity.

As can been seen from Figure 6, moment-to-moment

fluctuations in the noise l eve l vary by not more than about 10 dB.
The results o f these ana lyses indicate that the wind turbulence
generated noise in an automobile traveling at high speed with the
window down is at about 112 dB SPL with the majority of the e nergy in
the lower frequencies.

Te st Procedures a nd Sequence

Prior to experimental testing , a brief oral intervie'" was held

with each subject.

At this time, vital statistics wer e taken and a

brief statement of the auditory history was obtained .

Any candidate

reporting prior auditory disease or disorder was not included in t he
study .
After the inte rview , pure tone audiometric thresholds at fre-

quencies of 250, SOD, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz were obtained for each subject using the calibrated pure tone audiometer id entified previously.

The technique used in obtaining thresholds was to

present the tone at an intensity well above the subjects threshold,
then to reduce the intensity in 10 dB steps unt il the subject f ailed
to respond.

The intensity was then raised in two dB steps until a re-

sponse was obtained.

The intensity was then reduced 10 dB and increas-

ed in two dB steps until a r esp onse was obtained.

In essence this is

the technique outlined by Carhart and Jerger (1959) .

These two steps

were alterna ted until the subjects threshold was established.
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Some consideration was given to utilizing automatic audiometry in
place of conv e ntional techniques.

However, conventional audiometry was

concluded to be more efficient and was selected for use in the present
study.
All preliminary testing and experimental stimulation was conducted
in an acoustical test suite.

After pure tone thresholds were obtained, the tape recorded wind
noise was presented by means of the tape recorder through a calibrated
speech audiometer (Grason-Stadler, Model 162) terminated in earphones
(Telephonics, Model TDH-39).

This presentation was at an intensity

equal to that of the actual wind noise during recording and was measured directly from the earphones with the sound level meter and the
e lectronic filter set mentioned earlier.
employed
meter.

to

A standard 6 cc coupler was

couple the earphone to the microphone of th<> sound level

The results of this analysis are essentially the same as those

found i n Figure 9.
Exposure to the recorded wind noise was continuous for 15 minutes

as mentioned previously, the noise was presented only to the left ear.

Immediately upon cessation of nolse stimulation, pure tone thresholds were again obtained for frequencies of 4000, 6000, 8000, and 2000,
1000, 500, and 250 Hz respectively.

This order was selected because

greatest TTS commonly occures in tne higher freque·.1cles a11d because '.1T3

is a fleeting phenomenon.

It was felt that the maximum information

could be obtained utilizing this sequence, since recovery begins immediately upon discontinuation of the stimulus sound and recovery is
continuous from that point.

Threshold shift is operationally defined

for purposes of the present investigation as the difference between
pre-test and post-test pure tone thresholds.
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In addition to the initial threshold shift as measured immediately
after exposui c , measurements during recovery were obtained.

Pure tone

thresholds at the seven indicated frequencies were obtained immediately
after exposure and at five minute intervals for 15 minutes after ces-

sation of the noise stimulation.

This procedure involved use of the

same pure tone audiometer as mentioned previously.

The present investigation is concerned with the acoustic character -

istics of the noise generated by wind turbulence in a car traveling at
70 mph.

It is specifically concerned with how the human auditory mech-

anism responds to exposure to that noise.

Detailed in Chapter III are the criteria for selection of the 20
subjects used in the experiment.

The chapter also contains all perti-

nent information regarding the preparation and calibration of the tape
recorded wind noise used as stimulus material .

Specifically, the stimulus

material cons isted of a continuous tap e recording of wind noise in a

car travel ing at a speed of 70 mph.

The equipment employed in the re-

cording session was a high fidelity tape recorder and condenser micro-

phone.
a:!.d in

A calibration tone was recorded .at the beginning of the tape t o
set~ing

the i.nt ensit:y level ap:prop r iately prior to the exoosure

period of the experimental session.
Instrumental analyses were made of the wind noise and tape recorded wind noise in an effort to determine the acoustic characteristics of

the noise.

These analyses included overall sound pressure reading, octave

band analysis, and graphic level recordings.

From the results, it was

observed that wind noise is high in intensity with a predominance of
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ener gy in the low frequencies but with acoustic energy in all audible
frequencies .

The test proced ur es were also described and exposure time was
specified.
The results obtained through application of the above methods and
procedures with the described subjects is contained in the following
chapter .
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

The purpose of the present study is to investigate noise generated by wind turbulence in a car traveling 70 mph and to determine
the effect such noise has on the driver in terms of TTS.
The previous chapter details the methods, apparatus and procedures employed in preparing and analyzing a tape recording of such
noise.

The tape recording was used as stimulus material and was

presented to the twenty subjects described in Chapter III.

Details

of the experimental environment, test sequence and instrumentation
were presented in the previous chapter.
The acoustic characteristics of the wind noise in question were

determined by instrumental analysis.

The predominance of acoustic

energy was found to be in the lower frequencies with a maximum around
31.5 Hz, but noise was present in all octave bands measured.
Chapter IV details the results obtained as a consequence of implementing the experimental procedures with the subjects mentioned
ear lier.

A discussion of the results is also presented in an effort

to answer the question that prompted the present study, i.e ., "Does
exposure to wind noise in a car result in a temporary threshold shift
in hearing and of what magnitude?"
It will be remembered from Chapter II that the experimental null
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hypotheses to be tested are as follows:
1.

Ho:

There is no diff erential susceptibility to TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car based on sex when all test fre-

quencies are considered together.
2.

Ho:

There is no differentia l susceptibility to TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car at any given test frequency based
on sex.

3.

Ho :

There is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS

resulting from expos ur e to wind noise in a car based on sex when all
test frequencies are considered together .
4.

Ho:

There is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS

resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car at any given test fre-

quency based on sex.
5.

Ho:

There is no difference from one test frequency to another

in the amount of threshold shift resulting from exposure to wind noise
in a c ar.

6.

Ho:

There is no significant recovery from TTS resulting from

exposure to wind noise in a car during the first 15 minutes after exposure .

7.

Ho:

There is no significant difference in the rate of recov-

ery from TTS resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car as a functjon of tef't

f":'equef!C~' ·

The section to follow will deal with the results of the current
investigation in terms of these hypotheses.
As suggested in Chapter II, certain parameters of the stimulus
material can affect TTS.

These parameters include the spectral shape

of the noise, duration of exposure, and intensity of presentation.

Each

of these parameters were carefully controlled during the present study.
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ThEr efore, each subject was exposed to essentially the same stimulation
in terms of acoustic spectrum, duration of exposure, and exposure inten-

sity.

Results Related to Sex
------------------In addition to the exposure parameters, other factors seem to have

an effe ct on TTS.

It has been suggested by Kylin (1960) that the sexes

are differentially susceptible to noise exposur e in that females experience less TTS than males when both are exposed to the same stimulus.
Ward and his associates (1959), on the other hand, report no such difference.

Statistical examination of the data obtained in the present

study was undertaken to determine the significance of any observed differences .

The problem of individual differences in susceptibility to

noise exposure, as mentioned in Chapter II, is a fact that must be kept
in mind when dealing wi th TTS and when drawing conc lusions about possible relationships between the different factors that may influence
TTS.

The danger in setting a criterion for significance that is too

lenient, is that one might accept as significant, a difference that is
the result of individual susceptibility to · noise exposure, rather than
a difference that is the result of some factor that has direct influence
on TTS.

In statistics this is termed a Type II error (Fryer, 1966).

The problem of individua l differences in susceptibility to TTS prompted
a decision to accept as significant, only those differences that reached the .01 level of confidence.

The sta tistical technique employed in

the present study was the a naly sis of variance.
results of that analysis .

Table 2 contains the
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Ta bl e 2.

Results of analysis of variance

Source of
variation

Sex
Frequency
Sex X Freq.
Time

Sex X Time
Freq. X Time
Sex X Freq. X Time

Degrees
of
freedom

values

f score

Criterion for significance at .01 l evel
(Snedecor, 1956)

1
6
6
3
3
18
18

.0875
360.2071
158.4500
146.4827
1.3208
8 . 9730
2.5778

.0012
6.5429
2.8781
43.5670
. 3928
2 . 6688
.7669

8.28
2.99
2 .99
3.83
3.83
2.04
2.04

Mean

square

With the data contained in Table 2 it is possible to give direct
considera tion to each of the experimental null hypotheses.
The first results to be discussed deal with differences related to
sex.

The firs t hypothesis related to sex states that, "There is no dif-

ferential susceptibility to TTS resulting from exposur e to wind nois e
in a car based on sex when al l test frequencies are considered togethe r."
Examination of va riability between the sexes from Table 2 r eveals a mean

square value of .0875 which results in an "f" sco re of .0012.

A signif -

icant difference between the sexes would have been indicated a t the 1%
level of confidence only for an " f" score of 8.28 or greater.
hypothesis , th<> r "! f'Jre, fai l ed to b" reje>ct.e<i

~nd

The null

it '<a s cC'nr.l,Jded th a t

the tt<o sexes were essentially identical in t heir susceptibility to TTS
induc ed by exposure to the expe r imental stimulus when all test frequencies were considered together.
The s econd hypo thesis related to s ex stat es that, "There is no differential suscep tibility to TTS resulting from exposure to wind noise in
a car at any given test frequency based on sex .
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Exdmination of variability between the sexes at each test frequency from
Table 2 yield s an

11

£" score 2.88.

An

11

f

11

score equal to or greater than

2 . 99 was necessary for significance . at the 1% level of confidence.

Th ere-

fore, the null hypothesis, could not be rejected, and it was concluded
that the amount of TTS sustained at each t es t frequency of 250, 500, 1000,
2000 , 4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz was essentially the same for both sexes.
The third hypothesis related to sex states that, "Th ere is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS resulting from exposure to wind
noise in a car baSed on sex when all test frequencies are considered to -

gether. "

Examination of variability between the sexes in the amount of

threshold shift at each post-exposur e time when threshold shift was measAn "£" score

ured, as found in Table 2, results in an "f" score of .39.

required for significance at the .01 confidence level must equal or exceed 3.83.

The null hypothesis, therefore, could not be rejected and it

was concluded that males and females recover from TTS induced by exposure
to wind noise in a car at essentially the same rate.

In this instance,

recovery was averaged for all test frequencies.
The last hypothesis related to sex s tates that, "There is no difference in the ra te of r ecovery from TTS r esulting from exposure to wind
noise in a car at any given test frequency based on sex. "

Analysis of

the variability between the sexes .at each post -exposure time for each
test frequency presented ir

Tabl~

2 rP.snlted in rtn "f"

Rcor~

Significance at the 1% level required an "f" score of 2. 04 .

of .77.

Based on

this result, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and it was concluded that the sexes experience approximately the same rate of recovery
at each test frequency.
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Results Related

~Parameter

of Stimulus Material

The remaining results from Table 2 deal directly with the relationship between the stimulus material and the ind uced threshold shift.

It

will be remembered from the literature review that Hirsh and Ward (1952)
observed that the rec eptor cells mediating different
differentially to over-stimulation.

frequenci~s

respond

Analysis was undertaken, therefore,

to determine significance of differences in responses to wind noise in
a car by the receptor cells mediating different frequencies .
The first hypothesis to be tested states that, "There is no difference from one test frequency to another in the amount of threshold shift
resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car."

The"£" score for varia-

bility between frequencies found in Table 2 is 6.54, while significance
at the .01 level of confidence requires an"£" score of 2.99 .

The null

hypothesis was rejected in favor of the alternnate hypothesis which
states that ,

11

There is a difference from one test frequency to another

in the amount of threshold shift resulting from exposure to wind noise
in a car."

It was concluded that a difference in TTS exists as a func-

tion of frequency; 8000 Hz being most effected with one subject experiencing a shift of 25 dB.
The next hypo thesis states that, "There is no significant recovery
f':"o'll TTS rP.s•Jl Une !'rom exposure to wind noise in a car during the first
15 minutes after exposure ."

The average thr eshold shift for a ll t est

frequencies at each post- exposure time is found in Table 3.
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Tab le 3.

Mean threshold shift at each post-exposure time averaged for
all test frequencies

Elapsed Time
Immediate
Threshold
shift in dB
2.13

+5 Minutes

+10 Minutes

+15 Minutes

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

0.88

0.28

-0.25

The information in Table 3 suggests that the most rapid recovery
takes place during the first five minutes after exposure, with average
recovery over a ll frequencies to within one dB of pre-exposure thresholds,
while full recovery is r ather slow after five minutes and may not be
complete after 15 minutes .

The "f" score dealing with significance of

recovery is labled "time " in Table 2 and that score is 43.57.
icanc e at the . 01 level is reached at 3.86 .

Signif-

The null hypothesis was re-

jected on this basis and the alternative hypothesis of "a difference"
was accep ted.

It was concluded that recovery from TTS induced by ex-

posure to wind noise in a car is significant during the first 15 minutes

after expos ure with the predominance of recov ery occurring during the
first five minutes.

The last hypothesis to be tested states that, "There is no significant difference in the rate of recovery from TTS resulting from expo sure to wind noise in a car as a function of test frequency."

The

average threshold shift at each post-exposure time for each test frequency is presented in Table 4.
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Tabl e 4.

Mean threshold shifts 5 in dB at each of four post-exposure
times for each of seven test frequencies

Elapsed Time

Test Frequency
250
500
1000
2000
4000
6000
8000

Immediate

+5 Minutes

+10 Minutes

+15 Minutes

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shif t in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

-2.45
1.00
3.35
4.50
1.80
3.75
2.95

-3.70
0.15
1.30
l. 75
1.15
2.40
3.10

-3.40
-0 .65
-0.05
0.65
0.40
2.70
2.30

-4.25
- 1.05
-0 .40
0 . 05
-0.40
1.55
2.75

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

As can be seen from Table 4, the amount and direction of threshold
shift varies as a function of test frequency .

Post-exposure thr esholds

wer e better than pre-exposure thr e sholds in the lmver frequencies, while
the mid and upp er frequencies show some loss of sensitivity.

Recovery

seems to be rapid in the mid frequencies and slower in the upper frequencies, for instanc e at 500 Hz, recovery was generally complete within
fiv e minutes, while recovery was not generally complete after 15 minutes

at 8000 Hz.
The "f" score from Table 2 related to recovery at each test frequency is 2 . 67.

Significance of differences at the .01 level is attain-

ed for any score of 2.04 or greater.

The differences in recov ery rate

of different test frequencies were, therefore, considered to be significant and, on this basis, the null hypothesis was rejected.

It was

5Minus numbers indicate post-exposure auditory thresholds were
more sensitive than pre-exposure thresholds (hypersensitivity).
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concluded that the rates of recovery from TTS induced by exposur e to
wind noise in a car differ significantly as a function of test frequency .

Recovery appeared to be most rapid at 500 Hz as mentioned earlier.
The magnitude of individual differences relativ e to TTS induced by

exposure to wind nois e in a car can be observed in the tabulation of

raw data found in the Appendix .

Greatest variability appeared to be

at 8000 Hz where threshold shift ranged from 0 - 25 dB.

Discussion

The factors having major influence on TTS are acoustic spectrum,
duration of exposure, and intensity of presentation.

As suggested in

Chapter II, individual differences appear to be a prime variabl e relative to the amoun t of TTS observable in any given study.

Though no

significant differences exist betwe en the sexes, wide variability is
observed from one subject to another, as can be seen in the individual

threshold shifts presented in the raw data in the Appendix.

This indi-

vidual variability can be observed within or between test frequencies,

by time, and at any post-exposure time within any frequency.

The

actual amoun t of TTS is noticeably small, and would seem to negate the
importance of wind noise as a significant source of fatiguing sound in
o•Jr <>nvico'1!Dei't .
Hz.

T'>e gr<>atest shift in any subject was 25 dB at 8000

However, it is true that the duration of exposure was rather brief

and that longer exposure would likely have resulted in increased threshold shift.

This was, in fact, the case in at least one instance ob-

served during preliminary work on procedures for the main study .

One

subject in the pilot investigation sustained a 24 dB threshold shift
at 6000 Hz as measured immediately after a 30 minute exposure .

Recovery
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was ra ther s low and was not complete even after 20 minutes had elapsed .
During the pilot work, a number of subjects were exposed to the stimulus
material for 30 minutes.

Over half the subjects slipped the left ear -

phone away from the ear when they thought they were unobserved.
be remembered, only the left ear was stimulated.

As will

During the pilot study,

each subject was interviewed and observed after the test sequence.
subjects were visibl y agitated, and some a ppeared angry.

All

Most subjects

stated that the noise was too loud and the exposure was too long (30
minut es) .
one."

Most subjects said they would "never do that again for any-

It was primarily on the ba sis of thes e responses that exposure

wa s limited to 15 minut es.

The possibility do es arise t hat extended

travel by car with the windows down may contribut e to short tempers
and argumentative social postures by the driver and passengers.
The differential susceptibility as a function of freq uency is significant.

The mean thr eshold shift immediately after exposure is great-

est a t 2000Hz with a value of 4.5 dB.

It appears that the receptor

cells mediating 2000 Hz are most affected by the stimulus noise immediately after exposure, though recovery is slower at 6000 and 8000 Hz.

The

effect is opposite to the effect on the receptor cells mediating 250 Hz.
The results a t 250 Hz suggest a hypersensitivity following exposure.

The

mean threshold shift measured at this frequency immediately after exp~sure

was -2.4 5 dB .

Pyper.s~nsitj.vity

has been observed in conjunction

with noise exposure as explained in Chap t er II.

However, hypersensitiv-

ity is usually limited to the first two minutes after exposure.

The

current results indicate hypersensitivity persisting far beyond tha t extent.

A full investigation into this phenomenon is beyond the scope of

this r es earch.

However, two possibilities are suggested .

One postul a -

tion is that the apparent hypersensitivity is a n artifact resulting
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fr om a learning process wherein the subjects improve in their ability to
detect faint Found as a consequence of experience in listening.

Another

possibility is that there may have been a temporary physiological change
due to stimulation.

Perhaps circulation to the cochl ea was increased.

No definite answer is currently a vailable and further investigation is
indicated .

Some attempt was made to determine if a learning process

was in operation.

The results were inconclusive at the time of this

writing.

Recovery rate was significantly different for different fr equencies.
Thr esholds at frequencies of 6000 and 8000 Hz still had not evid enced
full r ecovery 15 minutes after exposure, while the mean threshold shift
values for the two lower frequencies indicate full recovery or hypersensitivity at five minutes after cessation of exposure.

These results

a l so s uggest differential susceptibility of r eceptor cells med i ating
different frequencies.
Exposure to high intensity wind noise in a car can be avoided by
keeping all windows closed while t r aveling at high speeds.

During warm

weather this may necessitate the use of a ir conditioning in the car.

The current study is concerned with the acoustic characteristics
of the noise generated by wind turbulence in a car traveling a t 70
mph.

It is spec i fically concerned with how the human auditory mechanism

responds to exposure to such noise.

Chapter III describes the methods

and procedure employed in obtaining information on this subject.

The

present chapter deals with the results obtained during the present investigat ion.

The hypotheses to be tested and the conclusions rea ched
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were as follows:
1.

H0 :

There is no diff erential susceptibility to TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car based on sex when all test fre-

quencies are considered together.
2.

Ho:

This hypothesis failed to be rejected.

There is no differential susceptibility to TTS resulting

from exposure to wind noise in a car a t any given test frequency based
on sex.
3.

This hypothesis failed to be reject ed .
H0 :

There is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS

resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car based on sex when all
test frequencies are considered together.

This hypothesis failed to

be rej ected.
4.

Ho :

There is no difference in the rate of recovery from TTS

resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car at any given test frequency based on sex.
5.

Ho :

This hypothesis failed to be rejected.

There is no diff erenc e from one test frequency to another

in the amount of thr e shold shift resulting from exposure to wind noise
in a car .

This hypothesis was rejected in favor of

th ~

alternate

hypothesis.
6.

H0 :

There is no significant recovery from TTS resulting from

exposure to wind noise in a car during the first 15 minutes after exposure.

This hypothesis was rejected in f avor of the alternate

:-typctr.enis.

7.

Ho:

There is no significant difference in the rat e of recov-

ery from TTS resulting from exposure to wind noise in a car as a function of test frequency.

This hypothesis wa s rejected in favor of the

alternate hypothesis.
The decisions for a ccepta nce or rejection were made on the basis of
a .01 confidenc e criterion.

The statistical tool employed was the an-
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a l ysis of variance.

A discus nion of the results is also contained in the chapter.

It

was observed that the amount of TTS was small in most instances, but
this was attributed to the brevity of exposure.

Hypersensitivity in th e

lower frequencies was observed a fter exposur e to wind noise.
of this hypersensitivity is unknown.
were a l so discussed.
slm;est at 8000 Hz .

The cause

The differences in recovery rate

Recovery a ppeared to be most rapid at 500 Hz and
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

It has been observed that exposure of the human auditory mechanism
to high intensity sound can damage hearing .

Far too little is known

about the effects of common everyday activities on audition.

It is the

intent of the present study to increase that knowledge by answering
questions related to whether or not wind turbulence noise generated in
a car traveling at 70 mph with the driver's window down causes a temporary hearing loss to the driver.
Preliminary -work involved sound pressure measurement of th e wind
noise in a number of cars ranging from imported compact cars to large

domestic cars.

The noise at 70 mph in all cars with the driver's window

down exceeded 109 dB SPL.

The experimental car was selected because of

its availability and because it was a bout average in wind noise int en-

si ty for the cars tested.
A carefully prepared magnetic tape recording was then made of the
wind noise.

Concurrent with the recording, a sound level reading and

an octave band analysis was made of the wind noise generated in the
experimental car traveling at 70 mph with the driver's window down.

An-

a lysis of the noise revealed it to be predominantly low frequenc y in
nature with an overall intensity averaging about 112 dB SPL.
Twenty normal hearing young adults were then selected as subjects
for the experiment.

After a brief interview, pure tone audiometric

thresholds were obtained for each subject at seven discrete frequencies.
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Following initial pure tone threshold testing , each subject was exposed
to 15 minutes of tape recorded wind noise in the left ear.

Following

the expos ure, pure tone threshold were again measured immediately after
exposure, and at five, ten, and fifteen minutes after exposure.

Thresh-

old shift was defined as the difference between pre-test and post-test
pure tone thresholds .
The results obtained as a consequence of implementing the exper imental procedures with the test subjects were discussed relative to
the experimental hypotheses.

It was found that t here was no significant

difference in the r esults of the exper i ment that could be attributed to
sex.

There was however, a significant difference in the amount of TTS

relative to pure tone test frequency.

The higher frequencies evidenced

the greatest threshold shift, while a possibility of hypersensitivity
was observed in the low frequencies.

No definite explanation for the

hypersensitivity is currently available .

Significant recovery was ob-

served during the first 15 minutes after exposure with greatest recove r y

occurring during the fi r st five minutes.

Recovery at the different test

frequencies varied significantly.

In conclusion, it should be stated that the basic methods and procedures utiliz ed in the present study are satisfact ory for noise studies,

with a few minor alterations .

Unilateral stimulation of the s ubj ect seem-

ed to be distracting and annoying to most subjects.

It is recommended,

therefore, that in future stud ies , stimulation be presented to both ears .

In future studies, the use of automatic audiometry should be given
consideration as a tool for assessing thresholds, especially if TTS at
one or two test frequencies is the main concern.

Prospective future research might concern itself with th e hypersensitivity observed in the lower frequencies during the present study.
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Tab le 5.

Raw data collected during experimental test session

Test fr equency - 250 Hz
Elapsed Time
Inunedia te
Sub jects
Female

Thres hold
shift in dB

+5 Minut es

+10 Minutes

+1 5 Minutes

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

01

0

-3

-1

-5

02

0

-5

-3

-3

OJ

0

0

0

0

04

-2

-2

-2

-2

05

-2

-5

-5

-5

06

0

-4

-2

-2

07

-2

0

-2

0

08

0

0

0

0

09

-5

-5

-7

-7

10

-2

-2

-2

-2

01

-5

-3

-5

-5

02

5

3

3

-2

OJ

-2

-2

-4

-4

04

-5

-8

-5

-8

05

-5

-4

3

-7

06

-3

-3

-6

-6

07

-10

-10

-10

-10

08

-6

-8

-8

-8

09

-3

-8

-5

-5

10

-2

-5

-7

-4

Ma l e
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Tabl e 5.

Continued

Test Freq uency - 500 Hz
El apsed Time
Immedia t e
Subjects
Female

Thr esho l d
shift in dB

+5 Mi nu tes

+10 Minutes

+1 5 Minutes

Th r eshold
s hif t i n dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Thr eshold
shift in dB

01

0

5

2

4

02

6

1

1

0

03

0

0

0

0

04

0

0

0

0

05

5

2

-1

-3

06

-2

0

-2

-2

07

3

2

2

0

08

0

0

0

0

09

0

0

0

0

10

2

2

-1

-3

01

-3

-3

-3

-3

02

3

1

0

0

03

1

-2

-2

-2

04

-3

-5

-5

-5

0~

7

0

J

(}

06

0

0

0

0

07

0

0

0

0

08

-2

0

-2

0

09

0

-2

-5

-7

10

J

2

0

0

Ma l e
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Tab l e 5.

Continued

Test Fr eque ncy - 1000 Hz
Elapsed Time
Immediate
Subjects
Female

Threshold
shift in dB

+5 Minutes

+10 Minu tes

+1 5 Minutes

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Th resho ld
shift in dB
-2

01

0

-2

-2

02

12

10

5

5

03

10

3

3

0

04

5

0

0

0

05

0

-2

-4

-5

06

2

2

-1

-1

07

3

2

0

0

08

5

0

0

0

09

1

0

-2

-4

10

0

0

0

0

01

-2

-2

-2

-2

02

5

5

4

0

03

5

2

0

0

04

0

0

0

0

J5

e

2

3

2

06

11

7

3

0

07

5

2

-5

2

08

-3

0

-3

-3

09

0

0

0

0

10

0

-3

0

0

Male
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Table 5 .

Continued

Test Frequency - 2000 Hz
Elapsed Time
Immediate
Subjects
Female

Threshold
shift in dB

+5 Minutes

+10 Minut es

+15 Minutes

Thr es hold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

01

5

2

0

0

02

13

5

0

0

03

10

3

2

0

04

5

2

0

0

05

0

0

0

0

06

-1

-1

-3

-1

07

13

8

7

0

08

0

0

0

0

09

2

0

0

0

10

2

0

0

0

01

7

3

3

2

02

2

2

3

2

03

0

0

0

0

Male

04

0

0

0

0

(15

7

3

2

2

06

11

5

2

0

07

4

1

0

-1

08

4

2

-1

-1

09

6

0

-2

-2

10

0

0

0

0
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Continued

Test Frequency - 4000 Hz
Elapsed Time
Immediate
Sub_i ec ts
Female
01

Thresho l d
shift in dB

+5 Minutes

+1 0 Minutes

+15 Minutes

Threshol d
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Thr eshold
shift in dB

0

-2

-2

-2

02

7

7

5

2

OJ

0

0

0

0

04

-3

-3

-3

-3

05

0

0

0

0

06

8

5

2

3

07

3

l

0

-2

08

0

0

0

0

09

5

5

3

-2

10

0

0

0

0

01

0

2

5

0

02

8

7

7

5

03

0

0

0

0

04

-7

-7

-8

-7

05

-2

-7

-2

0

06

5

3

3

-2

07

0

0

-5

-5

08

0

0

0

0

09

5

5

3

3

10

7

2

0

2

Male
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Ta b ~e
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Continued

Test Frequency - 6000 Hz
Elap sed Time
Immediate
Subj ec ts
Female

Threshold
shift in dB

+5 Minutes

+10 Minutes

+15 Minutes

Threshold
shift in dB

Thre shold
shift in dB

Thr eshold
shift in dB

01

0

5

5

1

02

2

0

0

0

03

0

0

0

0

04

-5

-5

-2

-7

05

0

0

0

0

06

-3

-8

0

0

07

ll

6

5

5

08

0

-6

-8

-8

09

0

0

0

0

10

-1

-1

-1

-1

01

3

3

3

3

02

7

4

5

2

03

8

8

8

3

04

17

15

15

15

05

-~

-s

-5

·3

06

5

-2

-2

-7

07

7

8

8

8

08

19

19

15

12

09

5

0

0

0

10

5

7

8

8

Mal e
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Continued

Test Fr equency - 8000 Hz
Elapsed Time
Immediate
Sub j ec ts
Female
01

+5 Minutes

+10 Minutes

+1 5 Minu tes

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

Threshold
shift in dB

0

1

0

0

02

15

17

10

12

03

0

0

0

0

04

23

25

15

20

OS

5

0

2

0

06

0

0

0

0

07

3

2

2

2

-2

-2

-2

-2

09

0

0

0

0

10

2

0

0

0

OJ

2

2

2

2

02

5

10

8

8

03

0

0

0

0

04

-2

-2

-5

-2

05

-G

-e

-8

-8

06

4

0

0

0

07

2

7

7

10

08

5

7

7

7

09

5

3

5

3

0

0

3

3

08

-

Thresho ld
shift in dB

10
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